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Romping up the Waitemata, Athair’s
design detailing emphasises ease of
handling for a couple or even singlehanded. Below right: John Cowan
and local agent Dominic Lowe at the
controls.

Handsome
addition
to the
Auckland
Fleet
Words and Sailing Images
by Ivor Wilkins
A decade ago, John Cowan travelled
from Auckland to the Sydney Boat
Show with his chequebook armed
and ready to buy a particular French
production yacht – and returned with
the first of the German Hanse yachts
to arrive in New Zealand.
Appropriately named First Landing,
the 41-footer impressed him for its wellengineered construction, different look and
ease of handling. “It was very well done,”
he said.
Sufficiently well done, in fact, that he
has subsequently bought two more yachts
from the Hanse marque. Number two was
a 40-footer, the attraction being its expoxy
hull, making it lighter and stronger and
more performance oriented.
Number three is Athier, an entirely new
design from the Judel/Vrolijk drawing
board. Like its earlier sisters, it emphasises
comfort, performance and ease of handling
within a contemporary and distinctive
design.
For John, the main attraction was the
twin-wheel cockpit and fold-down transom,
which transforms into a spacious boarding
platform. This provides ease of access

down the centre of the cockpit to the large
companionway. Here another attraction
reveals itself: the companionway stairs
are arranged at a shallow angle, allowing
a safer, more comfortable descent into the
spacious cabin.
The interior is modern and bright,
with plenty of opening hatches to admit
light and fresh air. A striking design and
functional feature is the centreline overhead
double hatch, with fore and aft opening to
allow breeze to flow whether at anchor, or
moored.
Hanse offers a high degree of flexibility
with fabric, timber and layout choices
to allow owners to semi-customise their

interiors. A number of option packages
allows owners to tailor their boats to their
own particular style of sailing, tilting the
optimisation towards cruising or racing.
Athier features a two cabin layout with
the main forward cabin including an ensuite
head and shower. The portside aft cabin is
generously proportioned with a large bed
that can convert to a sofa. Just forward of
the aft cabin is a large head with shower.
The saloon and galley are spacious and
well equipped with plenty of storage.
Born in Australia, John moved to New
Zealand with his family as a 9-year-old
and remembers watching the yachts on
the Waitemata Harbour from their Belmont
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Above: The yacht is stiff and wellbalanced, taking gusts in its stride.
Main picture: The saloon is spacious,
bright and contemporary with plenty of
air flow through top and side opening
hatches and posrts.

home. He took up sailing as a teenager
and became hooked.
He has owned and raced a number
of yachts including a moth and a beach
catamaran, but as he nears retirement now
his primary interest is in cruising with his
wife. He still does occasional races, and
over the winter competed in one of the
SSANZ offshore events, slogging back to
Auckland in a hard blow.
It is never much fun beating into a
35-knot blow offshore, but he says the
boat handled the conditions with aplomb.
“It sails really well,” he says. “Everything is
in the right place and it is all very easy and
very rewarding.”
Considerable attention has been
devoted to ease of handling, making shorthanded racing or cruising a no-stress affair.
“I even intend to do some single-handed
sailing and wouldn’t hesitate to take it out
on my own.”
The mainsail hoists straight out of its
permantly-mounted zip-up boom cover
with an electric winch taking care of the

gruntwork. The self-tacking jib makes
tacking a simple matter of turning the
wheel. Sheet winches fall easily to hand
with plenty of stoppers and an automatic
anchoring system makes slipping in and
out of bays effortless.
With all three of his Hanse yachts,
he says he has found them to be wellengineered – a look under the floorboards
reveals massive keelbolts and a hefty
integrated grid system carrying all the
major loads – and reliable. The yachts
are finished to a high standard backed by
Germanischer Lloyd certification.
“I have found them to be trouble-free
and a pleasure to own and sail,” says
John, who adds high praise for the aftersales service he has received from local
Windcraft agents.
Principal Specifications
LOA
12.40m
LWL
11.40m
Beam
4.17m
Disp
8.9 tonne
Sail area
87m2

